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Seniority 
Level

XP Bonus

1 0-9 --

2 10-19 +1 aptitude

3 20-30 +1 bp level

4 31-42 add a bp

5 43-56 +1 bp level

6 57-72 +1 aptitude

7 73-90 +1 bp level

8 91-110 add a bp

9 111-135 +1 aptitude

10 136-165 +1 bp level OR 
add a bp

Getting Started
Start with a name, motto, pet peeve, 4 bullet 
points (bp) with '2' in the boxes for bp level, 
and 1 point in each aptitude. Assets, traits, 
unresolved problems, and contacts will be real-
ized through play.

Completing Jobs
1. Choose one student to be the team leader (tl) 
for the job.
2. Role-play how group completes each job and 
do any required tasks.
3. Count up number of danger and drama elements 
that occured in the role-play.
4. Roll a number of dice equal to what was at-
tempted in the role-play as follows:

5. Count how many dice showed up as 4,5, or 6. 
Those are successes. If successes >= number of 
danger/drama elements, then the job is success-
ful.
6. When the job is successful, students de-
scribe ending and recieve job rewards.
7. When the job is unsuccessful, determine the 
margin of failure and then the teacher de-
scribes ending and penalizes students as fol-
lows:

8. Tl fills out checkmark or x next to bp used. 
Helpers fill out the helping hand icon next to 
bp used. One student who acted as NPCs fills 
out a contact circle. If motto was unsuccess-
ful, it must be changed. Rotate TL role.

Gaining Assets
Any assets that students invoke in role-plays 
can be kept if their job is succesful, but 
taken away when they fail.

Tl's bullet point: +bp level
Tl's motto 1x/week: +1
1st helper: +1
2nd helper: +1
Asset 1x/day: +1
Tl's trait 1x/day: +1
Tl's problems: -1

-1/ Choose 1: tl or helper gets 
problem, broken/lost asset.
-2/ Choose 2: same as above plus 
helpers get problems, half XP.
-3 and lower/ Choose 3: Same 
as above plus lose a trait, 1 xp 
instead of half.

Resolving Problems
Describe how problem is resolved 
and roll a number of dice equal to 
the aptitude affected by the prob-
lem, plus one die for help from a 
friend or asset. With 1 success, 
describe outcome, erase the prob-
lem, and fill in the checkmark 
next to the used aptitude.

Adding Traits
When all 3 aptitudes have been 
checked, add a trait by describing 
how it is manifested. Erase the 
checkmarks.

Multitasking
When two or more bp have had all 
their success/failure/help boxes 
filled in, use them for a +1 die 
per added bp, then erase.

Calling a Contact
When all contact circles are 
filled in, reroll any die by de-
scribing how an NPC gets involved, 
then erase.

Substitute w/ Aptitudes
Use an aptitude instead of bp dur-
ing a job as a TL or helper, but 
only roll dice equal to half the 
aptitude level. Don't fill in any 
checkboxes.


